




BTI breach training doors are engineered and built to withstand the rigors of life

like, real world training. At BTI, we stand behind our product with a 1 Year Breach Door 

Warranty because we build our products to last. BTI is proud that all our products are 

manufactured and assembled in the U.S.A. to the highest standard. 
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BTI strives to provide products that provide our customers with real world training 

so that they are prepared for any situation they encounter in their areas of operation. In 

addition, our training doors can cut breach training costs by up to 400% and increase 

training efficiency by up to 800%. 

Unlike other breach training methods, BTI training doors can be set to breach in a 

matter of seconds, allowing for a quicker reset time and cutting downtime that other 

training scenarios require. Our training doors can be installed into an existing training 

facility or used free standing with a BTI Free Standing kit to allow for on-site training at 

locations of opportunity. BTI training doors are built to last, and greatly reduce the cost of 

training door replacement. Our training doors can also be custom built (nominal fee) to 

meet our customer's needs with the satisfaction that they will be covered by our breach 

door warranty. 
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BTI BREACHING WINDOW 

Item#: WIN 

Optional window stand Item #WSD 

The BTI Breaching Window allows for training of quick and 

efficient window breaching using real glass windows. The 

40" by 40" training window frame can be mounted into a 

pre-existing building or can be used with an optional 

free-standing window stand. Our quick-release T-handle 

adjustable locking handles and rubberized frame allow for 

the use of different window pane thickness and styles, and 

prevents glass breakage during installation. An upper steel 

window channel and lower steel window ridge allow the 

glass panes to be installed quickly and efficiently, reducing 

reset time during training. Broken glass can be quickly 

removed from the frame after breaching to prevent injury. 

BTI offers customized windows for a nominal fee. 
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BTI Breaching Door Warranty 

BTI Breaching Doors are warranted for 1 year from date of purchase. Our warranty covers 

manufacturer's defect. Any deviation of the products intended use, and the use of anything 

other than BTI breaching pins voids the warranty. Return shipment not included. 

BTI Breaching Tool Warranty 

BTI Breaching tools (Other than the BTI Eagle breaching tool, Bolt Cutters and Tool Holders) 

are warranted for LIFE from date of purchase. In the unlikely event that our your BTI tools 

are damaged and unusable, we will replace them free of charge. Return shipping excluded. 

Manufacturer's Warranty 

The BTI Eagle Breaching Tool, BTI Sniper Window Stand, BTI Tool Holders and all other BTI 

Products not covered by any other warranty are warranted for 30 days from date of pur

chase. Any deviation of the products covered by this warranty's intended use will void the 

warranty. 
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